Personnel Information Sheet

Principal Investigator: _____________________________________________

Email Address: _____________________________________________________

Protocol Number(s): ________________________________________________

Person to be added: Victoria L. Summey, RVT, Laboratory Coordinator

Years of animal research experience for the new person and their research role:
More than 15 years of experience

Years of experience with the following specie:

15 (fifteen) Mouse  8 (eight) Rabbit  ___ Fish  ___ Pig

5 (five) Rat  ___ Primate  2 (two) Frog

5 (five) Guinea Pig  ___ Ferret  ___ Sheep

Which of the following specie are covered under this protocol:

___ Mouse  ___ Fish  ___ Pig

___ Rat  ___ Primate  ___ Frog

___ Guinea Pig  ___ Ferret  ___ Sheep

Current research personnel responsible for training the new person:
___ Trained by the Comprehensive Mouse and Cancer Core

Will this person perform any surgical procedures? ___Yes  _X_ No

If yes, describe the procedure: ___N/A_________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

I hereby authorize the above listed added personnel to be added to my protocols and
assure the committee they are qualified and will be properly trained to perform the
procedures in the protocol.

________________________________________   ________________
(Principal Investigator)      (Date)